Absolute Beginners Granny Square

By Wendy Poole

www.wendypoole.com

This pattern is for the written instructions, that accompany my

Beginners Learn to Crochet “YouTube Video” Tutorial.

This is available on the “Wendy Poole, Knit Stitch and Crochet” YouTube Channel available at: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJyhwXnB6JtD4-bGPHFRmNA

MATERIALS

(UK) weight acrylic double knitting yarn. (I’ve used 2 colours of Stylecraft Special DK).

4mm crochet hook. Scissors. Darning needle.

© 2020 Wendy Poole.
**Foundation Ring:** Using your 1st colour, make 6 chain, then join with a slip stitch to create a ring.

**1st Round**

Make 3 chain (to count as the 1st treble), 2 treble, 2 chain.

Then make 3 treble, 2 chain three times in the ring.

Join with slip stitch into the top of the 3rd chain. (This will give you the four corners of the square). **Fasten off. Join in 2nd colour at the corner space.**

**2nd Round**

Make 3 chain (to count as the 1st treble), (2 treble, 2 chain, 3 treble) in corner space, make 1 chain,

* (3 treble, 2 chain, 3 treble) in next space, make 1 chain; repeat from * to the end of the round.

Join with a slip stitch into the top of the 3rd chain. **Fasten off. Join in 1st colour at corner space.**

**3rd Round**

Make 3 chain (to count as the 1st treble), (2 treble, 2 chain, 3 treble) in the corner space,

* Make 1 chain, 3 treble in next space, then make 1 chain, followed by (3 treble, 2 chain, 3 treble) in the corner space; repeat from * twice more.

Along the last straight edge, make 1 chain, 3 treble in the space, followed by 1 chain.

Join with a slip stitch into the top of the 3rd chain. **Fasten off. Join in 2nd colour at corner space.**

Work 1 more round in this manner, working (3 treble, 2 chain, 3 treble) in each corner space and 3 treble, in each space along a straight edge, with 1 chain either side.